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Abstract

Federated data analytics is a framework for distributed data analysis where a server
compiles noisy responses from a group of distributed low-bandwidth user devices
to estimate aggregate statistics. Two major challenges in this framework are pri-
vacy, since user data is often sensitive, and compression, since the user devices
have low network bandwidth. Prior work has addressed these challenges sepa-
rately by combining standard compression algorithms with known privacy mech-
anisms. In this work, we take a holistic look at the problem and design a family of
privacy-aware compression mechanisms that work for any given communication
budget. We first propose a mechanism for transmitting a single real number that
has optimal variance under certain conditions. We then show how to extend it to
metric differential privacy for location privacy use-cases, as well as vectors, for
application to federated learning. Our experiments illustrate that our mechanism
can lead to better utility vs. compression trade-offs for the same privacy loss in a
number of settings.

1 Introduction

Federated data analytics is a framework for distributed data analysis and machine learning that is
widely applicable to use-cases involving continuous data collection from a large number of devices.
Here, a central server receives responses from a large number of distributed clients, and aggregates
them to compute a global statistic or a machine learning model. An example is training and fine-
tuning a speech-to-text model for a digital assistant; here a central server has a speech-to-text model,
which is continuously updated based on feedback from client devices about the quality of predictions
on their local data. Another example is maintaining real-time traffic statistics in a city for ride-share
demand prediction; here, a central server located at the ride-share company collects and aggregates
location data from a large number of user devices.

Most applications of federated data analysis involve two major challenges – privacy and compres-
sion. Since typical use-cases involve personal data from users, it is important to maintain their
privacy. This is usually achieved by applying a local differentially private (LDP) algorithm (Duchi
et al., 2013; Kasiviswanathan et al., 2011) on the raw inputs at the client device so that only sani-
tized data is transmitted to the server. Additionally, since the clients frequently have low-bandwidth
high-latency uplinks, it is also important to ensure that they communicate as few bits to the server
as possible. Most prior work in this area (Girgis et al., 2021; Kairouz et al., 2021; Agarwal et al.,
2021) addressed these two challenges separately – first, a standard LDP algorithm is used to sanitize
the client responses, and then standard compression procedures are used to compress them before
transmission. However, this leads to a loss in accuracy of the client responses, ultimately leading to
a loss in estimation or learning accuracy at the server. Moreover, each of these methods requires a
very specific communication budget and is not readily adapted to other budgets.

In this work, we take a closer look at the problem and propose designing the privacy mechanism
in conjunction with the compression procedure. To this end, we propose a formal property called
asymptotic consistency that any private federated data analysis mechanism should possess. Asymp-
totic consistency requires that the aggregate statistics computed by the server converge to the non-
private aggregate statistics as the number of clients grows. If the server averages the client responses,
then a sufficient condition for asymptotic consistency is that the clients send an unbiased estimate of
their input. Perhaps surprisingly, many existing mechanisms are not unbiased, and thus not asymp-
totically consistent.
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We first consider designing such unbiased mechanisms that, given any communication budget b,
transmit a continuous scalar value that lies in the interval [0, 1] with local differential privacy. We
observe that many existing methods, such as truncated Gaussian, lead to biased solutions and asymp-
totically inconsistent outcomes if the inputs lie close to an end-point of the truncation interval. Mo-
tivated by this, we show how to convert two existing local differentially private mechanisms for
transmitting categorical values – bit-wise randomized response (Warner, 1965) and generalized ran-
domized response – to unbiased solutions.

We then propose a novel mechanism, the Minimum Variance Unbiased (MVU) mechanism, that
given b bits of communication, exploits the ordinal nature of the inputs to provide a better privacy-
accuracy trade-off. We show that if the input is drawn uniformly from the set {0, 1/(2b−1), . . . , 1},
then the MVU mechanism has minimum variance among all mechanisms that satisfy the local
differential privacy constraints. We show how to adapt this mechanism to metric differential pri-
vacy (Andrés et al., 2013) for location privacy applications. To adapt it to differentially private SGD
(DP-SGD; Abadi et al. (2016)), we then show how to extend it to vectors within an Lp-ball, and
establish tight privacy composition guarantees.

Finally, we investigate the empirical performance of the MVU mechanism in two concrete use-cases:
distributed mean estimation and private federated learning. In each case, we compare our method
with several existing baselines, and show that our mechanism can achieve better utility for the same
privacy guarantees. In particular, we show that the MVU mechanism can match the performance of
specially-designed gradient compression schemes such as stochastic signSGD (Jin et al., 2020) for
DP-SGD training of neural networks at the same communication budget.

2 Preliminaries

In private federated data analysis, a central server calculates aggregate statistics based on sensitive
inputs from n clients. The statistics might be as simple as the prevalence of some event, or as
complicated as a gradient to a large neural network. To preserve privacy, the clients transmit a
sanitized version of their input to the server. Two popular privacy notions used for sanitization are
local differential privacy (Duchi et al., 2013; Kasiviswanathan et al., 2011) and metric differential
privacy (Andrés et al., 2013).

2.1 Privacy Definitions

Definition 1. A randomized mechanism M with domain dom(M) and range range(M) is said
to be ε-local differentially private (LDP) if for all pairs x and x′ in the domain of M and any
S ⊆ range(M), we have that:

Pr(M(x) ∈ S) ≤ eε Pr(M(x′) ∈ S).

Here ε is a privacy parameter where lower ε implies better privacy. The LDP mechanism M is
run on the client side, and the result is transmitted to the server. It might appear that a local DP
requirement implies that a client’s response contains very little useful information. While each
individual response may be highly noisy, the server is still able to obtain a fairly accurate estimate
of an aggregate property if there are enough clients. Thus, the challenge in private federated data
analysis is to design protocols — privacy mechanisms for clients and aggregation algorithms for
servers — so that client privacy is preserved, and the server can obtain an accurate estimate of the
desired statistic.

A related definition is metric differential privacy (metric-DP) (Chatzikokolakis et al., 2013), which
is also known as geo-indistinguishability (Andrés et al., 2013) and is commonly used to quantify
location privacy.
Definition 2. A randomized mechanism M with domain dom(M) and range range(M) is said
to be ε-metric DP with respect to a metric d if for all pairs x and x′ in the domain ofM and any
S ⊆ range(M), we have that:

Pr(M(x) ∈ S) ≤ eεd(x,x′) Pr(M(x′) ∈ S).

Metric DP offers granular privacy that is quantified by the metric d – inputs x and x′ that are close
in d are indistinguishable, while those that are far apart in d are less so.
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2.2 Problem Statement

In addition to balancing privacy and accuracy, a bottleneck of federated analytics is communication
since client devices typically have limited network bandwidth. Thus, the goal is to achieve pri-
vacy and accuracy along with a limited amount of communication between clients and servers. We
formalize this problem as follows.
Problem 3. Suppose we have n clients with sensitive data x1, . . . , xn where each xi lies in a domain
X , and a central server S seeks to approximate an aggregate statistic Tn. Our goal is to design two
algorithms, a client-side mechanismM and a server-side aggregation procedure An, such that the
following conditions hold:

1. M is ε-local DP (or ε-metric DP).

2. The output ofM can be encoded in b bits.

3. An(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn)) is a good approximation to Tn(x1, . . . , xn).

Prior works addressed the communication challenge by making the clients use a standard local DP
mechanism followed by a standard quantization process. We develop methods where both mecha-
nisms are designed together so as to obtain high accuracy at the server end.

2.3 Asymptotic Consistency

We posit that any good federated analytics solution (M,An) where M is a client mechanism
and An is the server-side aggregation procedure should have an asymptotic consistency property.
Loosely speaking, this property ensures that the server can approximate the target statistic Tn arbi-
trarily well with clients. Formally,
Definition 4. We say that a private federated analytics protocol is asymptotically consistent if the
output of the server’s aggregation algorithmAn(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn)) approaches the target statis-
tic Tn(x1, . . . , xn) as n→∞. In other words, for any α, δ > 0, there exists an n0 such that for all
n ≥ n0, we have:

Pr(|An(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn))− Tn(x1, . . . , xn)| ≥ α) ≤ δ

While the server can use any aggregation protocol An, the most common is a simple averaging of
the client responses – An(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn)) = 1

n

∑
iM(xi). It is easy to show the following

lemma.
Lemma 5. IfM(x) is unbiased for all x and has bounded variance, and ifAn computes the average
of the client responses, then the federated analytics solution is asymptotically consistent.

While asymptotic consistency may seem basic, it is surprisingly not satisfied by a number of simple
solutions. An example is when M(x) is a Gaussian mechanism whose output is truncated to an
interval [a, b]. In this case, if xi = a for all i, the truncated Gaussian mechanism will be biased
with E[M(xi)] > xi, and consequently the server’s aggregate will not approach a for any number
of clients.

Some of the recently proposed solutions for federated learning are also not guaranteed to be asymp-
totically consistent. Examples include the truncated Discrete Gaussian mechanism (Canonne et al.,
2020; Kairouz et al., 2021) as well as the Skellam mechanism (Agarwal et al., 2021). While these
mechanisms are unbiased if the range is unbounded and there are no communication constraints,
their results do become biased after truncation.

2.4 Compression Tool: Dithering

A core component of our proposed mechanisms is dithering – a popular approach to quantization
with a long history of use in communications (Schuchman, 1964; Gray and Stockham, 1993), sig-
nal processing (Lipshitz et al., 1992), and more recently for communication-efficient distributed
learning (Alistarh et al., 2017; Shlezinger et al., 2020). Suppose our goal is to quantize a scalar
value x ∈ [0, 1] with a communication budget of b bits. We consider the B = 2b points
G = {0, 1

B−1 ,
2

B−1 , . . . , 1} as the quantization lattice; i.e., the B points uniformly spaced by

3



Algorithm 1 Strategy for privacy-aware compression

1: Input: x ∈ [0, 1], privacy budget ε, communication budget b = bout, input bit-width bin.
2: Offline phase:
3: Let Bout = 2b, Bin = 2bin .
4: Construct sampling probability matrix P ∈ RBin×Bout and output alphabet A =
{a0, . . . , aBout−1} to satisfy ε-DP and unbiasedness constraints.

5: Online phase:
6: i = (Bin − 1) ·Dither(x) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Bin − 1}.
7: Draw j ∈ {0, . . . , Bout − 1} from the categorical distribution defined by probability vector Pi.
8: Return aj .

∆ = 1/(B − 1). Dithering can be seen as a random quantization function Dither : [0, 1] → G
that is unbiased, i.e., E[Dither(x)] = x.1 Moreover, the distribution of the quantization errors
Dither(x)− x can be made independent of the distribution of x.

While there are many forms of dithered quantization (Gray and Stockham, 1993), we focus on the
following. If x ∈ [ i

B−1 ,
i+1
B−1 ) where 0 ≤ i ≤ B − 1, then Dither(x) = i

B−1 with probabil-
ity (B − 1)( i+1

B−1 − x), and Dither(x) = i+1
B−1 with probability (B − 1)(x − i

B−1 ). A simple
calculation shows that E[Dither(x)] = x and moreover that the variance is bounded above by
E[(Dither(x)−x)2] ≤ ∆2/4. This procedure is equivalent to the non-subtractive dithering scheme
Dither(x) = minq∈G |q−(x−U)|, whereU is uniformly distributed over the interval [−∆/2,∆/2];
see, e.g., (Aysal et al., 2008, Lemma 2).

3 Scalar Mechanisms

We consider Problem 3 when the input xi is a scalar in the interval [0, 1], and the statistic2 T is the
average 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi. Our server side aggregation protocol will also output an average of the client

responses. Our goal now is to design a client-side mechanismM that is ε-local DP, unbiased, and
can be encoded in b bits.

Notation. The inputs to our client-side mechanismM are: a continuous value x ∈ [0, 1], a privacy
parameter ε and a communication budget b. The output is a number i ∈ {0, . . . , B − 1} where
B = 2b, represented as a sequence of b bits. Additionally, we have an alphabetA = {a0, . . . , aB−1}
shared between the clients and server; a number i transmitted by a client is decoded as the letter ai
in A. The purpose of A is to ensure unbiasedness.

3.1 Strategy Overview

Our privacy-aware compression mechanism operates in two phases. In the offline phase, it selects an
input bit-width value bin and pre-computes an output alphabet A and a sampling probability matrix
P ∈ RBin×Bout , whereBout = 2b, Bin = 2bin . Both P andA are shared with the server and all clients.
In the online phase, the client-side mechanismM first uses dithering to round an input x ∈ [0, 1]
to the grid {0, 1

Bin−1 , . . . , 1} while maintaining unbiasedness, and then draws an index j from the
categorical distribution defined by the probability vector Pi, where i = (Bin − 1) · Dither(x). The
client then sends aj to the server. Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure in pseudo-code. Note that
the strategy generalizes to any bounded input range by scaling x appropriately.

In order forM to satisfy ε-DP and unbiasedness, we must impose the following constraints for the
sampling probability matrix P = [pi,j ] and output alphabet A = {aj}Bout−1

j=0 :

1When the number of grid points B is clear from the context, we simply write Dither(x) to simplify
notation; otherwise we write DitherB(x) to indicate the value of B.

2To simplify notation, we drop the subscript n from statistics Tn and aggregation functions An, when the
number of clients n is clear from the context.
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Row-stochasticity:
Bout−1∑
j=0

pi,j = 1 ∀i (1a)

Non-negativity: pi,j ≥ 0 ∀i, j (1b)

ε-DP: pi′,je
−ε ≤ pi,j ≤ pi′,jeε ∀i 6= i′ (1c)

Unbiasedness:
Bout−1∑
j=0

ajpi,j =
i

Bin − 1
∀i. (1d)

Conditions (1a) and (1b) ensure that P is a probability matrix. Condition (1c) ensures ε-DP, while
condition (1d) ensures unbiasedness. Note that these constraints only define the feasibility con-
ditions for P and A, and hence form the basis for a broad class of private mechanisms. In the
following sections, we show that two variants of an existing local DP mechanism Randomized Re-
sponse Warner (1965) – bit-wise Randomized Response and generalized Randomized Response –
can be realized as special cases of this family of mechanisms.

3.2 Unbiased Bitwise Randomized Response

Randomized Response (RR) (Warner, 1965) is one of the simplest LDP mechanisms that sanitizes a
single bit. Given a bit y ∈ {0, 1}, the RR mechanism outputs the y with some probability p and the
flipped bit 1− y with probability 1− p. If p = 1

1+e−ε , then the mechanism is ε-local DP.

Unbiased Bitwise Randomized Response Mechanism. The RR mechanism does not directly apply
to our task as it is biased and applies to one bit. We obtain unbiasedness by using the output alphabet
A = {− 1

eε−1 ,
eε

eε−1}, and repeat the one-bit mechanism b times on each bit of x, with a privacy
budget of ε/b each time. It is not hard to see that unbiased RR with b = 1 is a special case of
Algorithm 1. For b > 1, we can construct the resulting probability matrix P by applying unbiased
RR to each bit independently and similarly obtain the resulting output alphabet A.

We prove in Appendix A that Unbiased Bitwise Multiple RR satisfies ε-local DP and is unbiased.

3.3 Unbiased Generalized Randomized Response

Generalized Randomized Response is a simple generalization of the one-bit RR mechanism for
sanitizing a categorical value x ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The mechanism transmits x with some probability
p, and a draw from a uniform distribution over {1, . . . ,K} with probability 1− p. The mechanism
satisfies ε-local DP when p = eε−1

K+eε−1 .

Unbiased Generalized Randomized Response. We can adapt Generalized RR to our task by
dithering the input x to the grid {0, 1

Bout−1 , . . . , 1} where Bout = 2bout , and then transmitting
the result using Generalized RR. Alternatively, we can derive the sampling probability matrix
P = eε−1

Bout+eε−1IBout + 1
Bout+eε−1 , where IBout is the identity matrix. However, this leads to a biased

output. To address this, we change the alphabet toA = {a0, a1, . . . , aBout−1} such that unbiasedness
is maintained. Specifically, for any i ∈ {0, . . . , Bout − 1}, we need to ensure that when the input is

i
Bout−1 , the expected output is also i

Bout−1 , which reduces to the following equation:

ai ·
eε − 1

Bout + eε − 1
+

Bout−1∑
j=0

aj ·
1

Bout + eε − 1
=

i

Bout − 1
.

Writing this down for each i gives Bout linear equations, solving which will give us the values of
a0, . . . , aBout−1. We establish the privacy and unbiasedness properties of Unbiased Generalized RR
in Appendix A. A similar unbiased adaptation was also considered by Balle et al. (2019).

3.4 The MVU Mechanism

A challenge with Unbiased Bitwise RR and Unbiased Generalized RR is that both algorithms are
not intrinsically designed for ordinal or numerical values, which may result in poor accuracy upon
aggregation. We next propose a new method that improves estimation accuracy by reducing the
variance of each client’s output while retaining unbiasedness and hence asymptotic consistency.
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Figure 1: Optimized sampling probability matrix P (top row) and output alphabet A =
{a0, . . . , aBout−1} (bottom row) of the MVU mechanism with bin = bout = 3 for ε = 1, 3, 5, 10.
At ε = 1, the DP constraint forces entries in each column to be similar, and the unbiasedness con-
straint causes the magnitude of aj to be large. At ε = 10, the weaker DP constraint allows the
optimal P matrix to become close to the identity matrix and aj ≈ j/(B − 1).

Our proposed method – the Minimum Variance Unbiased (MVU) mechanism – addresses this prob-
lem by directly minimizing the variance of the client’s output. This is done by solving the following
optimization problem:

min
p∈[0,1]Bin×Bout

a∈RBout

Bin−1∑
i=0

Bout−1∑
j=0

pi,j

(
i

Bin − 1
− aj

)2

(2)

subject to Conditions (1a)− (1d).

The objective in (2) measures the variance of the output of the mechanism when the input i is
uniformly distributed over the set {0, 1

Bin−1 , . . . , 1}. Conditions (1a)-(1d) ensure that the MVU
mechanism is ε-DP and unbiased, hence satisfying requirements for our task.

Solving the MVU mechanism design problem. We solve (2) using one of two approaches depend-
ing on size of the probability matrix P and ε. For smaller problems and when ε is not too small, we
use a trust region interior-point solver (Conn et al., 2000). As ε approaches 0, the problem becomes
poorly conditioned and we only approximately solve the problem by relaxing the unbiasedness con-
straint (1d). In this case we use an alternating minimization heuristic where we alternate between
fixing the values aj and solving for pi,j , and holding pi,j fixed and solving for aj , while incorpo-
rating constraint (1d) as a soft penalty in the objective. Each of the corresponding subproblems is a
quadratic program and can be solved efficiently. Figure 1 shows examples of the MVU mechanism
for bin = bout = 3 and ε ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10} obtained using the trust region solver.

Relationship between DP and compression. The MVU mechanism highlights an intriguing con-
nection between DP and compression. Since the mechanism hides information in the input x by
perturbing it with random noise, as ε → 0, fewer bits are required to describe the noisy output
M(x). In the limiting case of ε = 0, all information is lost and the output can be described by
zero bits. In Appendix B, we demonstrate this argument concretely by showing that as ε → 0, the
marginal benefit of having a larger communication budget decreases.

4 Extensions

We now show how to extend the MVU mechanism to obtain privacy-aware and accurate compression
mechanisms for metric-DP and vector spaces.
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4.1 Metric DP

In location privacy, client devices send their obscured locations to a central server for aggregation.
Metric DP (Definition 2) is a variation of LDP that applies to this use-case. We are given a position
x and a metric d which measures how far apart two positions are. Our goal is to output a private
position x′ so that fine-grained properties of x (such as, exact address, city block) are hidden, while
coarse-grained properties (such as, city, or zip-code) are preserved.

We show how to adapt the MVU mechanism to metric DP. For simplicity, suppose that we measure
position on the line, so x ∈ [0, 1]. We modify Condition (1c) to instead satisfy the metric DP
constraint with respect to the metric d:

pi′,je
−εd(i/(Bin−1),i′/(Bin−1)) ≤ pi,j ≤ pi′,jeεd(i/(Bin−1),i′/(Bin−1)). (3)

Thus we can get an MVU mechanism for metric DP by solving the modified optimization problem
in (2) and following the same procedure in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Extension to Vector Spaces

We next look at extending the MVU mechanism to vector spaces. Specifically, a client now holds a
d-dimensional vector x in a domain X ⊆ Rd, and its goal is to output an ε-local DP version that can
be communicated in bd bits. The domain X is typically a unit Lp-norm ball for p ≥ 1.

A plausible approach is to apply the scalar MVU mechanism independently for each coordinate of
x. While this will provide the optimal accuracy for p = ∞, for p < ∞, the client’s variance will
be higher. A second approach is to extend the MVU mechanism directly to X by using an alphabet
A×A× . . .×A = Ad and then solving the corresponding optimization problem (2). Unfortunately
this is computationally intractable even for moderate d.

Instead, we show how to obtain a more computationally tractable approximation when X is an Lp-
ball. We are motivated by the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let X be the unit Lp-ball with diameter ∆. Suppose M is an ε-metric DP scalar
mechanism with d(y, y′) = |y − y′|p. Then, the mechanism Md : X → Rd that maps x to the
vector (M(x1), . . . ,M(xd)) is ε∆p-local DP. Additionally, ifM is unbiased, thenMd is unbiased
as well.

Lemma 6 suggests the following algorithm: Use the MVU mechanism for ε-metric DP with
d(y, y′) = |y − y′|p for each coordinate, then combine to get an ε-local DP solution for vectors
with Lp-sensitivity ∆. Since ‖ · ‖∞ ≤ ‖ · ‖p, each coordinate of x lies in a bounded range [−∆,∆],
so we can scale x by x′ ← (x+ ∆)/2∆ so that all entries belong to [0, 1] and the MVU mechanism
can be applied to x′. Note that this scaling operation changes the Lp-sensitivity to 1/2.

This solution is computationally tractable since we only need to solve an optimization problem for
the scalar MVU mechanism – so involving ≈ B2

out = 22bout variables and constraints (instead of
≈ 22boutd). We investigate how this mechanism works in practice in Section 5.

4.3 Composition using Rényi-DP

Repeated applications of the MVU mechanism will give an additive sequential privacy composition
guarantee as in standard ε-DP. We next show how to get tighter composition bounds for the MVU
mechanism using RDP accounting as in Mironov (2017).

Suppose that x,x′ ∈ {0, 1/(Bin − 1), . . . , 1}d are quantized d-dimensional vectors, and let Q0, Q1

be the output distributions of the mechanismM for inputs x,x′, respectively. By the definition of
Rényi divergence (Rényi, 1961),

Dα(Q0||Q1) =
1

α− 1

d∑
l=1

log

Bin−1∑
j=0

pαil,j

pα−1
i′l,j

,

where i, i′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Bin−1}d are such that x = i/(Bin−1) and x′ = i′/(Bin−1). LetDα denote
the Bin × Bin matrix with entries Dα

i,i′ = 1
α−1 log

∑Bin−1
j=0 pαi,j/p

α−1
i′,j . Then, computation of the α-
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Figure 2: Distributed mean estimation for scalar data with LDP ε = 1, 3, 5. The MVU mechanism
with budget b = 1 recovers the CLDP mechanism and the two curves coincide, while with b = 3
MVU attains a low variance across all input values compared to the baseline mechanisms. See text
for details.

RDP parameter forM can be formulated as the following combinatorial optimization problem:

max
i,i′∈{0,1,...,Bin−1}d

d∑
l=1

Dα
il,i′l

s.t. ‖i− i′‖pp ≤ (Bin − 1)p∆p.

This optimization problem is in fact an instance of the multiple-choice knapsack problem (Sinha and
Zoltners, 1979) and admits an efficient linear program relaxation by converting the integer vectors
i, i′ to probability vectors, i.e.,

max
p∈Rd×Bin×Bin

d∑
l=1

〈Dα,pl〉F (4)

subject to
d∑
l=1

〈C,pl〉F ≤ (Bin − 1)p∆p

∑
i,j

(pl)ij ≤ 1 and pl ≥ 0 ∀l,

where 〈·, ·〉F denotes Frobenius (vectorized) inner product and C denotes the distance matrix with
entries Cij = (i − j)p. This LP relaxation can still be prohibitively expensive to solve for large d
since p contains dB2

in variables. Fortunately, in such cases, we can obtain an upper bound via the
greedy solution; see Appendix A for the proof.

Lemma 7. Let (i∗, j∗) = arg maxi,j D
α
ij/Cij and let d0 = (Bin − 1)p∆p/Ci∗j∗ . Then (4) ≤

d0D
α
i∗j∗ .

To summarize, for composition with RDP accounting at order α, we can either solve the LP relax-
ation in (4) or compute the greedy solution to obtain an upper bound for Dα(P ||Q), and then apply
the usual composition for RDP.

5 Experiments

We evaluate the MVU mechanism on two sets of experiments: Distributed mean estimation and
federated learning. Our goal is to demonstrate that MVU can attain a better privacy-utility trade-
off at low communication budgets compared to other private compression mechanisms. Code to
reproduce our results can be found in the repo https://github.com/facebookresearch/dp_
compression.

5.1 Distributed mean estimation

In distributed mean estimation (DME), a set of n clients each holds a private vector xi ∈ Rd, and
the server would like to privately estimate the mean x̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi.
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Figure 3: Distributed mean estimation for n = 10, 000 data vectors with L1- (left) andL2-sensitivity
(right). Error bars represent standard deviation across 10 repeated runs with different private vectors.
Methods that are (ε, δ)-DP use the same value of δ = 1/(n + 1). The MVU mechanism can attain
an MSE close to that of the Laplace and Gaussian mechanisms while compressing the output to only
b = 3 bits per coordinate.

Scalar DME. We first consider the setting of scalar data, i.e., d = 1. For a fixed value x ∈ [−1, 1],
we set xi = x for all i = 1, . . . , n with n = 100, 000 and then privatize them before taking average.
We measure the squared difference between the private estimate and x̄ = x, which is coincidentally
the variance of the mechanism at x. The baseline mechanisms that we evaluate against are (unbiased)
Bitwise Randomized Response (bRR), (unbiased) Generalized Randomized Response (gRR), the
communication-limited local differentially private (CLDP) mechanism (Girgis et al., 2021), and the
Laplace mechanism without any compression. The CLDP mechanism uses a fixed communication
budget of b = 1, whereas for bRR and gRR we set b = 3, and for MVU we set b = 1, 3.

Figure 2 shows the plot of input value x vs. variance of the private mechanism at x. Interestingly,
MVU with b = 1 recovers the CLDP mechanism for ε = 1, 3, 5, while MVU with b = 3 is
consistently the lowest variance private compression mechanism. For larger ε, it is evident that
the variance of both gRR and MVU are comparable or even slightly lower that of the Laplace
mechanism, even when compressing to only b = 3 bits in their output.

Vector DME. We next look at vector data with d = 128 and n = 10, 000. We draw the sensitive
vectors from two distinct distributions3: (i) Uniform at random from [0, 1]d and then normalize to
L1-norm of 1; and (ii) Uniform over the spherical sector Sd−1 ∩ Rd≥0. In these settings, the vectors
xi have L1- and L2-sensitivity of 1, respectively.

For baselines, we consider the CLDP mechanism (Girgis et al., 2021), the Skellam mecha-
nism (Agarwal et al., 2021), the Laplace mechanism (for setting (i) only), and the Gaussian mecha-
nism (for setting (ii) only). Both the Skellam and the Gaussian mechanisms are (ε, δ)-DP for δ > 0.
For a given ε > 0, we set δ = 1/(n + 1) and choose the noise parameter µ for the Skellam mech-
anism using the optimal RDP conversion, and the noise parameter σ for the Gaussian mechanism
using the analytical conversion in Balle and Wang (2018). For communication budget, we set b = 3
for MVU and b = 16 for Skellam (which requires a large b in order to prevent truncation error). The
CLDP mechanism does not allow flexible selection of communication budget, and instead outputs
a total number of log2(d) + 1 bits for the L1-sensitivity setting, and b = log2(d) + 1 = 8 bits per
coordinate for the L2-sensitivity setting. See Appendix B for a more detailed explanation.

Figure 3 shows the mean squared error (MSE) for privately estimating x̄ across different values of ε.
In the left plot corresponding to the L1-sensitivity setting, MVU can attain MSE close to the Laplace
mechanism at a greatly reduced b = 3 bits per coordinate. In comparison, CLDP and Skellam attain
MSE that is more than an order of magnitude higher than Laplace.

3We intentionally avoided zero-mean distributions since some of the private mechanisms converge to the
all-zero vector as ε→ 0.
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Figure 4: DP-SGD training on MNIST with Gaussian mechanism, stochastic signSGD and MVU
mechanism. Each point corresponds to a single hyperparameter setting, and dashed line shows
Pareto frontier of privacy-utility trade-off.

The right plot corresponds to L2-sensitivity. Here, the MVU mechanism (dark green line) is sig-
nificantly less competitive than the baselines. This is because the L2-metric DP constraint for the
MVU mechanism forces rows of the sampling probability matrix P to be near-identical, hence is
near-singular and does not admit a well-conditioned unbiased solution. To address this problem,
we instead optimize the MVU mechanism to satisfy L1-metric DP and use the Rényi accounting in
Section 4.3 to compute its RDP guarantee, then apply RDP-to-DP conversion to give an (ε, δ)-DP
guarantee at δ = 1

n+1 . The light green line shows the performance of the L1-metric DP mechanism,
which now slightly outperforms both CLDP and Skellam at a much lower communication budget of
b = 3. These results demonstrate that the MVU mechanism attains better utility vs. compression
trade-off for vector data as well.

5.2 Federated learning

We next evaluate the MVU mechanism for federated learning on MNIST. We train a linear classifier
on top of features extracted by a scattering network (Oyallon and Mallat, 2015) similar to the one
used in Tramer and Boneh (2020); see Appendix B for details. The base private learning algorithm
is DP-SGD with Gaussian gradient perturbation (Abadi et al., 2016) and Rényi-DP accounting.
The private compression baselines are the MVU mechanism with budget b = 1 and stochastic
signSGD (Jin et al., 2020) – a specialized private gradient compression scheme for federated SGD
that applies the Gaussian mechanism and outputs its coordinate-wise sign. Similar to the distributed
mean estimation experiment with L2-sensitivity, we optimize the MVU mechanism to satisfy L1-
metric DP and then compute its Rényi privacy guarantee as in Section 4.3.

Figure 4 shows the privacy-utility trade-off curves. We sweep over a grid of hyperparameters (see
Appendix B for details) for each mechanism and plot the resulting ε and test accuracy as a point
in the scatter plot. The dashed line is the Pareto frontier of optimal privacy-utility trade-off. For
the linear classifier, signSGD and the MVU mechanism attain similar trade-offs to the Gaussian
mechanism at a significantly reduced communication cost of one bit per coordinate. This shows
that MVU can rival specially-designed gradient compression mechanisms for federated learning.
We include an additional result for a small convolutional network in Appendix B, where we observe
similar results.

6 Related Work

Federated data analysis with local DP is now a standard solution for analyzing sensitive data held
by many user devices. A body of work (Erlingsson et al., 2014; Kairouz et al., 2016; Acharya
et al., 2019) provides methods for analytics over categorical data. The main methods here are Ran-
domized Response (Warner, 1965), RAPPOR (Erlingsson et al., 2014) and the Hadamard Mecha-
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nism (Acharya et al., 2019). Chen et al. (2020) shows that the Hadamard Mechanism uses near-
optimal communication.

In work on federated statistics or learning for real-valued data, Cormode and Markov (2021) pro-
vides asymptotically consistent algorithms for transmitting scalars. They propose to first sample
one or a subset of indices of bits in the fixed-point representation of the input, and then apply ran-
domized response independently to each of these bits. Girgis et al. (2020) provides mechanisms for
distributed mean estimation from vectors inside unit Lp balls. Unlike our method, which provides a
near-optimal solution under any given communication budget, their methods use specific communi-
cation budgets and are not readily generalizable to any budget b. Finally, Amiri et al. (2021) propose
to obtain a quantized DP mechanism by composing subtractive dithering with the Gaussian mecha-
nism, and doing privacy accounting that factors in both. In contrast, we simply use (non-subtractive)
dithering to initially obtain a fixed-point representation, and then design a mechanism to quantize
and provide DP.

A large body of work focuses on federated optimization methods with compressed communica-
tion (Konečnỳ et al., 2016; Horváth et al., 2019; Das et al., 2020; Haddadpour et al., 2021; Gorbunov
et al., 2021). While most propose biased compression methods (e.g., top-k sparsification), such ap-
proaches require the use of error feedback to avoid compounding errors (Seide et al., 2014; Stich
and Karimireddy, 2020). However, error feedback is inherently incompatible with DP (Jin et al.,
2020), unlike our MVU mechanism.

7 Conclusion and Limitations

We introduce the MVU framework to jointly design scalar compression and DP mechanisms, and
extend it to the vector and metric-DP settings. We show that the MVU mechanism attains a bet-
ter utility-compression trade-off for both scalar and vector mean estimation compared to other ap-
proaches in the literature. Our work shows that co-designing the compression and privacy-preserving
components can lead to more efficient differentially private mechanisms for federated data analysis.

Limitations. Our work presents several opportunities for further improvement. 1. For vector
dithering, Appendix B shows that the input vector’s norm can increase by a small additive factor.
Our current solution of conditional random dithering introduces a small but non-negligible bias.
Future work on unbiased norm-preserving vector dithering may be able to alleviate this issue. 2.
Optimizing the MVU mechanism for large values of the input/output bit width bin and bout can
be prohibitively expensive, even with the alternating minimization heuristic. In order to scale the
solution to higher-dimensional vectors, further effort in designing more efficient solutions for the
MVU mechanism may be needed. 3. While our work focuses on local differential privacy, it may
be possible to combine our approach with secure aggregation protocols to derive central differential
privacy guarantees. However, since the MVU mechanism is not additive, further analysis is required
to characterize the distribution of the aggregate for our mechanism, which we leave for future work.
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A Proofs

Proof. (Of Lemma 5) Observe that in this case:

E(An(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn)) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

E(M(xi))

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

xi = T (x1, . . . , xn).

Additionally,

E

(An(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn))− 1

n

∑
i

xi

)2
 =

1

n

∑
i

E(M(xi)− xi)2.

IfM has bounded variance, then the variance of An(M(x1), . . . ,M(xn)) diminishes with n. The
rest of the lemma follows by an application of the Chebyshev’s inequality.

Proof. (Of Lemma 6) The proof generalizes the argument that the Laplace mechanism applied in-
dependently to each coordinate is differentially private for vectors with bounded L1-sensitivity. Let
x ∈ Rd with ‖x‖p ≤ ∆, and let Q0, Q1 be density functions for the output distributions ofM with
or without the input x. Then for any output value z:

Q0(z)

Q1(z)
=

d∏
i=1

Q0(zi)

Q1(zi)

≤
d∏
i=1

exp(εxpi ) sinceM is ε-metric DP w.r.t. d(y, y′) = |y − y′|p

= exp

(
ε

d∑
i=1

xpi

)
≤ exp(ε∆p).

The reverse inequality can be derived similarly. Unbiasedness follows from the fact that M is
unbiased for each dimension i = 1, . . . , d.

Proof. (Of Lemma 7) Let p be a feasible solution for (4). Let � and �−1 denote element-wise
product and inverse, respectively. Then:

d∑
l=1

〈Dα,pl〉F =

d∑
l=1

〈C � (Dα � C�−1),pl〉F

≤
d∑
l=1

〈(Dα
i∗j∗/Ci∗j∗)C,pl〉F

≤ (Dα
i∗j∗/Ci∗j∗)(B − 1)p∆p

= d0D
α
i∗j∗ .

Theorem 8. Unbiased Bitwise Randomized Response satisfies ε-local DP and is unbiased.

Proof. By standard proofs of the Randomized Response mechanism, transmitting bit j of z is ε/b-
differentially private. The entire procedure is thus ε-differentially private by composition.

To show unbiasedness, first we observe that E[z] = x. Additionally, let us write z =
∑b−1
j=0 2−jzj .

The transmitted number t is decoded as t =
∑b−1
j=0 2−jtj . Thus, if E[tj ] = zj , then the entire
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algorithm is unbiased. Observe that:

E[tj ] = a0 + (a1 − a0)E[yj ]

= a0 + (a1 − a0)

(
zj ·

1

1 + e−ε/b
+ (1− zj) ·

e−ε/b

1 + e−ε/b

)
= zj .

where the last step follows from some algebra. The theorem follows by noting that E[z] = x from
properties of dithering.

Theorem 9. Unbiased Generalized Randomized Response satisfies ε-local DP and is unbiased.

Proof. The proof of privacy follows from standard proofs of the privacy of the Generalized RR
mechanism. To prove unbiasedness, observe that when z = i

B−1 , the expected output is ai with
probability eε

B+eε−1 and aj for j 6= i with probability 1
B+eε−1 . From Equation 3.3, this expectation

is also i
B−1 = z. Additionally, from properties of the dithering process, E[z] = x. The unbiasedness

follows by combining these two.

B Experimental Details

B.1 Vector dithering

The optimization program in the MVU Mechanism operates on numbers on a discrete grid, which
are obtained by dithering. In the scalar case, we use the standard dithering procedure on an x in
[0, 1]. For vectors, we use coordinate-wise dithering on each coordinate. While this leads to an
unbiased solution, it might increase the norm of the vector. We show below that the increase in
norm is not too high.
Lemma 10. Let v be a vector such that ‖v‖ ≤ 1 and vi ∈ [−1, 1] for each coordinate i. Let v′
be the vector obtained by dithering each coordinate of v to a grid of size B (so that the difference
between any two grid points is ∆ = 2

B−1 ). Then, with probability ≥ 1− δ,

‖v′‖2 ≤ ‖v‖2 +
√

2‖v‖∆ log(4/δ) + d∆2/4 +
√

2d∆ log(4/δ).

Proof. Let ∆ = 2
B−1 be the difference between any two grid points. For a coordinate i, let vi =

λi + ai where λi is the closest grid point that is ≤ vi and ai ≥ 0. We also let v′i = λi +Zi; observe
that by the dithering algorithm, Zi ∈ {0,∆}, with E[Zi] = ai. Additionally, V ar(Zi) ≤ ∆2

4 .

Additionally, we observe that ‖v′i‖2 =
∑
i(λi + Zi)

2 =
∑
i λ

2
i + 2λiZi + Z2

i . By algebra, we get
that:

‖v′‖2 − ‖v‖2 =
∑
i

(Z2
i − a2

i ) +
∑
i

2λi(Zi − ai)

We next bound these terms one by one. To bound the second term, we observe that E[Zi] = ai and
apply Hoeffding’s inequality. This gives us:

Pr(
∑
i

λiZi ≥
∑
i

λiai + t) ≤ 2e−t
2/2

∑
i λ

2
i∆

2

Plugging in t =
√

2
∑
i λ

2
i∆ log(4/δ) makes the right hand side≤ δ/2. To bound the first term, we

again use a Hoeffding’s inequality.

Pr(
∑
i

Z2
i ≥

∑
i

E[Z2
i ] + t) ≤ 2e−t

2/2d∆2

Plugging in t =
√

2d∆ log(4/δ) makes the right hand side ≤ δ/4. Therefore, with probability
≥ 1− δ,

‖v′‖2 ≤ ‖v‖2 +

√
2
∑
i

λ2
i∆ log(4/δ) +

∑
i

(E[Zi]
2 − a2

i ) +
√

2d∆ log(4/δ)
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bout = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="MbNvkR8J0N5qIVrden7iDcqLPSg=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKohch6MVjBPOAZA2zk0kyZHZnmelVw5L/8OJBEa/+izf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7daMSzXiNKal0M6CGSxHxGgqUvBlrTsNA8kYwvJ74jQeujVDRHY5i7oe0H4meYBStdB902sifMFUJji+9TrHklt0pyCLxMlKCDNVO8avdVSwJeYRMUmNanhujn1KNgkk+LrQTw2PKhrTPW5ZGNOTGT6dXj8mRVbqkp7StCMlU/T2R0tCYURjYzpDiwMx7E/E/r5Vg78JPRRQnyCM2W9RLJEFFJhGQrtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjaogg3Bm395kdRPyt5p+ez2tFS5yuLIwwEcwjF4cA4VuIEq1ICBhmd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PWWvOyWb24Q+czx/ADpKu</latexit>

bout = 2

<latexit sha1_base64="1CAoQn+QQEqh1TLV1JvslLXJ4s0=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyWil6EohePFewHtGvJptk2NJssyaxalv4PLx4U8ep/8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL4gFN+C6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNI1KNGUNqoTS7YAYJrhkDeAgWDvWjESBYK1gdD31Ww9MG67kHYxj5kdkIHnIKQEr3Qe9LrAnSFUCk8tKr1hyy+4MeJl4GSmhDPVe8avbVzSJmAQqiDEdz43BT4kGTgWbFLqJYTGhIzJgHUsliZjx09nVE3xilT4OlbYlAc/U3xMpiYwZR4HtjAgMzaI3Ff/zOgmEF37KZZwAk3S+KEwEBoWnEeA+14yCGFtCqOb2VkyHRBMKNqiCDcFbfHmZNCtlr1o+u62WaldZHHl0hI7RKfLQOaqhG1RHDUSRRs/oFb05j86L8+58zFtzTjZziP7A+fwBwZKSrw==</latexit>

bout = 3

<latexit sha1_base64="oJT05gQvDAUWKuFubYQRNQbgZ5Q=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexqRS9C0YvHCvYD2rVk02wbmk2WZFYtS/+HFw+KePW/ePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCG3Ddbye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3GkYlmrI6VULpVkAME1yyOnAQrBVrRqJAsGYwvJ74zQemDVfyDkYx8yPSlzzklICV7oNuB9gTpCqB8eVpt1hyy+4UeJF4GSmhDLVu8avTUzSJmAQqiDFtz43BT4kGTgUbFzqJYTGhQ9JnbUsliZjx0+nVY3xklR4OlbYlAU/V3xMpiYwZRYHtjAgMzLw3Ef/z2gmEF37KZZwAk3S2KEwEBoUnEeAe14yCGFlCqOb2VkwHRBMKNqiCDcGbf3mRNE7KXqV8dlspVa+yOPLoAB2iY+Shc1RFN6iG6ogijZ7RK3pzHp0X5935mLXmnGxmH/2B8/kDwxaSsA==</latexit>

bout = 4

<latexit sha1_base64="1D6iSWlaLATPdS8B8fNYZSuqVnw=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYhA8hV2J6EUIevEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1ZZnrVsOQ/vHhQxKv/4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wlhwg5737Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39ulGJpqxGlVC6GRLDBJeshhwFa8aakSgUrBEOryd+44Fpw5W8w1HMgoj0Je9xStBK92GnjewJU5Xg+LLcKRS9kjeFu0j8jBQhQ7VT+Gp3FU0iJpEKYkzL92IMUqKRU8HG+XZiWEzokPRZy1JJImaCdHr12D22StftKW1LojtVf0+kJDJmFIW2MyI4MPPeRPzPayXYuwhSLuMEmaSzRb1EuKjcSQRul2tGUYwsIVRze6tLB0QTijaovA3Bn395kdRPS365dHZbLlausjhycAhHcAI+nEMFbqAKNaCg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj1rrkZDMH8AfO5w/EmpKx</latexit>

bout = 5

<latexit sha1_base64="RFzCCexLPAd0a0PgCcmiedkRnLE=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexKi16EohePFewHtGvJptk2NJssyaxalv4PLx4U8ep/8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL4gFN+C6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNI1KNGUNqoTS7YAYJrhkDeAgWDvWjESBYK1gdD31Ww9MG67kHYxj5kdkIHnIKQEr3Qe9LrAnSFUCk8tqr1hyy+4MeJl4GSmhDPVe8avbVzSJmAQqiDEdz43BT4kGTgWbFLqJYTGhIzJgHUsliZjx09nVE3xilT4OlbYlAc/U3xMpiYwZR4HtjAgMzaI3Ff/zOgmEF37KZZwAk3S+KEwEBoWnEeA+14yCGFtCqOb2VkyHRBMKNqiCDcFbfHmZNM/KXqVcva2UaldZHHl0hI7RKfLQOaqhG1RHDUSRRs/oFb05j86L8+58zFtzTjZziP7A+fwBxh6Ssg==</latexit>

Figure 5: Optimized sampling probability matrix P for the MVU mechanism with bin = 5 and
different values of bout. The bottom right plot shows that the marginal benefit of the communication
budget bout to MSE becomes lower as bout increases.

Observe that E[Z2
i ]− a2

i = V ar(Zi) ≤ ∆2/4; additionally,
∑
i λ

2
i ≤ ‖v‖2. Therefore, we get:

‖v′‖2 ≤ ‖v‖2 +
√

2‖v‖∆ log(4/δ) + d∆2/4 +
√

2d∆ log(4/δ)

The lemma follows.

In practice, given an a priori norm bound ‖v‖ ≤ R for all input vectors v, we estimate a scaling
factor γ ∈ [0, 1] and apply dithering to the input γv so that ‖Dither(γv)‖ ≤ R with high prob-
ability. This can be done by choosing a confidence level δ > 0 and solving for sup{γ ∈ [0, 1] :
‖Dither(γv)‖ ≤ R w.p. ≥ 1 − δ} via binary search. Since dithering is randomized, we can per-
form rejection sampling until the condition ‖Dither(γv)‖ ≤ R is met. Doing so incurs a small
bias that is insignificant in practical applications. We leave the design of more sophisticated vector
dithering techniques that simultaneously preserve unbiasedness and norm bound for future work.

B.2 Connection between DP and compression

We highlight an interesting effect on the required communication budget as a result of adding dif-
ferentially private noise. Figure 5 shows the optimized sampling probability matrix P for the MVU
mechanism with a fixed input quantization level bin = 5 and various values of bout. As bout increases,
the overall structure in the matrix P remains nearly the same but becomes more refined. More-
over, in the bottom right plot, it is evident that the marginal benefit to MSE becomes lower as bout
increases. This observation suggests that for a given ε, having more communication budget is even-
tually not beneficial to aggregation accuracy since the amount of information in the data becomes
obscured by the DP mechanism and hence requires fewer bits to communicate.

B.3 Distributed mean estimation

For the vector distributed mean estimation experiment in Section 5.1, the different private compres-
sion mechanisms used different values of the communication budget b. We justify the choice of b as
follows.
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L1-sensitivity setting. CLDP outputs a total number of log2(d) + 1 = 8 bits, which is lower
than that of both Skellam and MVU and cannot be tuned. Skellam performs truncation to the range
{−2b−1, 2b−1 − 1} after perturbing the quantized input with Skellam noise, and hence requires a
value of b that is large enough to prevent truncation error. We intentionally afforded Skellam a large
budget of b = 16 so that truncation error rarely occurs, and show that even in this setting MVU
can outperform Skellam in terms of estimation MSE. For MVU, we chose bin = 9, which is the
minimum value required to avoid a large quantization error, and b = bout = 3.

L2-sensitivity setting. CLDP uses a communication budget of b = log2(d)+1 = 8 per coordinate
and is not tunable. We used the same b = 16 budget for Skellam as in the L1-sensitivity setting.
For MVU, we chose bin = 5 and b = bout = 3 for both the L1- and L2-metric DP versions, which
results in a communication budget that is lower than both CLDP and Skellam. For the L1-metric
DP version, we found that optimizing MVU to satisfy (ε/2)-metric DP with respect to the L1 metric
results in an (ε′, δ)-DP mechanism with ε′ ≈ ε and δ = 1/(n+ 1) after optimal RDP conversion.

B.4 Federated learning

Model architectures. In Section 5.2, we trained a linear model on top of features extracted by a
scattering network4 on the MNIST dataset. In addition, we consider a convolutional network with
tanh activation, which has been found to be more suitable for DP-SGD (Papernot et al., 2020). We
give the architecture details of both models in Tables 1 and 2.

Layer Parameters

ScatterNet Scale J = 2, L = 11 angles, depth 2
GroupNorm (Wu and He, 2018) 6 groups of 24 channels each
Fully connected 10 units

Table 1: Architecture for scatter + linear model.

Layer Parameters

Convolution + tanh 16 filters of 8× 8, stride 2, padding 2
Average pooling 2× 2, stride 1
Convolution + tanh 64 filters of 4× 4, stride 2, padding 0
Average pooling 2× 2, stride 1
Fully connected + tanh 32 units
Fully connected + tanh 10 units

Table 2: Architecture for convolutional network
model.

Hyperparameters. DP-SGD has several hyperparameters, and we exhaustive test all setting com-
binations to produce the scatter plots in Figures 4 and 6. Table 3 gives the choice of values that we
considered for each hyperparameter.

Hyperparameter Values

Batch size 600
Momentum 0.5
# Iterations T 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000
Noise multiplier σ for Gaussian and signSGD 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5
L1-metric DP parameter ε for MVU 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 5
Step size ρ 0.01, 0.03, 0.1
Gradient norm clip C 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8

Table 3: Hyperparameters for DP-SGD on MNIST.

Result for convolutional network. Figure 6 shows the comparison of DP-SGD training with
Gaussian mechanism, stochastic signSGD, and MVU mechanism with b = 1. The experimental
setting is identical to that of Figure 4 except for the model being a small convolutional network
trained end-to-end. We observe a similar result that MVU recovers the performance of signSGD at
equal communication budget of b = 1.

4We used the Kymatio library https://github.com/kymatio/kymatio to implement the scattering
transform.
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Figure 6: DP-SGD training of a small convolutional network on MNIST with Gaussian mechanism,
stochastic signSGD and MVU mechanism. Each point corresponds to a single hyperparameter set-
ting, and dashed line shows Pareto frontier of privacy-utility trade-off.
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